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Chapter 711: Guo Qiao And Feng Luo Advance To The God Spirit Realm! 

On the battlefield, the morale of the soldiers of the Refine Flame Scarlet Legion had already dissipated 

by more than half. 

A quarter of their comrades suddenly rebelled and aimed their weapons at their own people after all. 

Then, they had no choice but to raise their butcher's knives to kill their comrades before destroying the 

enemy. 

During this process, their Lord God Spirit chose to attack brazenly in order to help the legionaries out. 

This was originally something that gave them hope, but in the end, the God Spirits that they regarded as 

incomparably powerful were actually killed one by one by this Beginner Kingdom that had just 

established a kingdom a few days ago and did not even have many God Spirits… 

An existence of a God Spirit, without a doubt, it was the greatest Spiritual pillar of the Refine Flame 

Scarlet Legion other than the Empire. 

Now that their mental support had fallen, they naturally had no intention of fighting. 

Some of the smart soldiers of the Fog Monster Army even felt that the Scarlet Empire behind them was 

probably finished. 

Most of the God Spirits of the Scarlet Empire were in the Refine Flame Scarlet Legion after all. 

Now, the God Spirits of the Scarlet Legion had been completely wiped out. 

It also meant that there were not many top combatants left in the Scarlet Empire. 

Next, If its enemy Scarlet Kingdoms found out about this, they would probably rush over without 

hesitation and devour that particular Scarlet Empire. 

Within the territory of the Crimson Overlord, the intensity of the Scarlet Lords fighting for territory was 

not inferior to the intensity of the Lords under the Supreme Will. In fact, it was even more intense. 

At the thought of this, many soldiers were even more confused. 

What the hell is going on? 

We're only attacking a Beginner Kingdom. How did we destroy the Scarlet Empire behind us? 

Things shouldn't have developed like this… 

… 

On the other side, even though Zhou Zhou did not know what these Scarlet Soldiers were thinking, it did 

not affect his mood at all. 

For the past two days, the Refine Flame Scarlet Legion had always been a shadow on his heart. 
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Now, this shadow that he had once found very difficult to resist had actually been dealt with by him. 

How could he not feel relaxed and happy? 

Zhou Zhou casually put away the Knight's Sacred Token and the Elven Sacred Token. 

Originally, he had planned to ask these two forces for help if the situation was not right. 

From the looks of it, there was probably no more need for that. 

Then, he looked at the generals, Lords, Vicky, Haros, Ze Wu, and the Ghost God around him. 

Finally, his gaze landed on the Ghost God. 

"Thank you for your help in this war, Your Excellency." 

He said politely. 

As soon as these words were spoken, all the generals and God Spirits looked curiously at this ferocious 

and majestic Ghost God. 

They were also very curious about this Ghost God who had suddenly descended on the battlefield. 

Even Haros and Ze Wu, the two experienced High-Tier Deity-level and Mid-Tier Deity-level, were no 

exception. 

He was clearly only a Low-Tier Deity-level Elementary Grade God Spirit. 

However, he was wearing at least 10 Low-Tier Deity Level Elementary Grade divine artifacts! 

What kind of background gave him this amount of arrogance?! 

Even the Sons of Gods of powerful Pantheon Groups with True God-Tier probably didn't have such 

treatment, right? 

The Ghost God seemed to have ignored everyone's surprised and curious gazes, "He" bowed slightly to 

Zhou Zhou, his attitude unexpectedly respectful. 

Then, "He" glanced at the successor of the Ghost God General, Luo Sheng. "He" flew in front of him and 

raised "His" right hand. 

Wisps of pale white fog condensed in "His" hand. 

After a long time, a new Ghost God Demon Slaying Halberd appeared in "His" hand. 

"He" handed it to Luo Sheng. 

Luo Sheng was stunned. 

"Is this… for me?" "He" hesitated. 

The Ghost God nodded. 

Luo Sheng looked at Zhou Zhou, who came back to his senses and nodded slightly. 



"Thank you very much." 

Luo Sheng took it politely with both hands. 

Then, he looked at the information of the new Ghost God Demon Slaying Halberd and was immediately 

pleasantly surprised. 

This was because this new Ghost God Demon Slaying Halberd had actually become a rare weapon that 

was enhanceable. 

Even though he could only grow to the Low-Tier Deity Level Elementary Grade, this also meant that as 

long as he broke through to the Low-Tier Deity Level Elementary Grade, he would directly possess a 

divine artifact that was quite compatible with his Low-Tier Deity Level Elementary Grade ranking! 

The only regret was that the Effect of Ghost God On Earth had disappeared. 

In the future, he would no longer be able to summon this powerful Low-Tier Deity Level Elementary 

Grade Ghost God by sacrificing the Ghost God Demon Slaying Halberd. 

"Your Excellency, are you going to…" 

Zhou Zhou also saw the information about the new Ghost God Demon Slaying Halberd. He guessed 

something and looked at the Ghost God. 

The Ghost God nodded slightly and sent a message to Zhou Zhou. Then, he ignored everyone's reaction 

and flew into the distance before quickly disappearing. 

"Where is 'He' going?" 

Haros was stunned. 

The others also looked in the direction it had left. 

"He" wants to return to the place where "He" was born and continue fighting the Scarlet Fog monsters 

with "His" kind." 

Zhou Zhou explained to everyone according to the message the other party sent him before he left. 

Everyone nodded. 

Zhou Zhou did not think too much about it. 

This God Spirit that clearly came from a mysterious background was clearly not something he could 

subdue at this stage. 

Even though he felt a little regretful about the departure of this Ghost God, he did not care too much. 

Then, his gaze landed on Guo Qiao and Feng Luo, and a smile appeared on his face. 

"I haven't congratulated you yet. You've finally reached the God Spirit slot!" 

He said with a happy tone. 

Guo Qiao laughed, looking very smug. 



Feng Luo, on the other hand, was much more mature. There was not much pride on his face. Instead, he 

bowed respectfully. 

"Thank you, Your Majesty, for giving me a chance to fight that Martial Arts God Spirit alone." 

"Otherwise, I wouldn't have been able to understand my path as a Martial God." 

The Ten-Directional Martial Emperor, Feng Luo. 

No. 

He was now the Ten-Directional Martial God—Feng Luo. 

After "He" killed the Tsunami Fist God, Zhao Chengkong, and completely understood his path as a 

Martial God, "He" used the 81 times promotion energy obtained from killing him to directly advance to 

the Low-Tier Deity Level Elementary Grade God Spirit! 

He was not far from becoming a Low-Tier Deity Intermediate Grade God Spirit. 

It was 81 times the promotion energy after all, equivalent to the benefits Feng Luo could obtain from 

killing 81 Low-Tier Deity Level Elementary Grade God Spirits. 

It was normal for there to be such improvement. 

Guo Qiao was the same. 

After killing a Mid-Tier Deity-level Scarlet God Spirit alone and helping Vicky, Ze Wu, and Haros kill the 

other two High-Tier Deity-level God Spirits, he obtained a huge amount of promotion energy! 

This allowed his strength to break through continuously from the previous Legendary-Tier. He even 

crossed a major level and reached the Low-Tier Deity Intermediate Grade! 

At this moment, Guo Qiao was not far from the Low-Tier Deity level Advance Grade. 

The partial promotion energy of two High-Tier Deity-levels and all the promotion energy obtained from 

killing a Mid-Tier Deity-level alone was so terrifying. 

At the same time, Chi Xuantian and the others, who had helped kill the Scarlet God Spirits, had also 

obtained huge benefits. 

Among them, Chi Xuantian had broken through to the Legendary-Tier Advance Grade. 

Actually, he had already obtained enough promotion energy to advance to the Low-Tier Deity-level 

Elementary Grade. 

However, he was stuck at this bottleneck and could not break through for the time being because he 

had yet to comprehend his Law Skill. 

Next, Chi Xuantian only needed to comprehend his Law Skill and walk out of his God Spirit path before 

he could directly advance to the Low-Tier Deity Level Elementary Grade. 

Vicky also obtained a large amount of promotion energy. 



However, the promotion energy "He" obtained was not enough to advance "Him" to the Low-Tier Deity 

level Intermediate Grade as "He" only assisted in killing the Scarlet God Spirits. However, "He" was not 

far away. 

Other than that, Bai Yun and the 100,000 Extraordinary-Tier soldiers had also obtained a lot of benefits. 

However, perhaps because the promotion energy had been divided equally by the 100,000 

Extraordinary-Tier soldiers, Bai Yun had only broken through to the Legendary-Tier Advance Grade and 

had not advanced to the Low-Tier Deity Level Elementary Grade. 

Zhou Zhou was quite satisfied with this. 

After this battle, the number of God Spirits under his command had increased from one Vicky to three! 

Moreover, there were still tens of millions of miscellaneous soldiers that had yet to be dealt with. 

Their strength would definitely increase again after dealing with these miscellaneous soldiers. 

At that time, one or two more God Spirits might appear. 
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Chapter 712: Zhou Zhou's Condition! The Tempted Haros 

At the same time, Haros and Ze Wu also looked at Zhou Zhou's subordinates in surprise. 

They never expected that the strength of the generals under the King of the Blazing Sun had actually 

increased so rapidly after just one battle?! 

This did not make sense. 

The most ridiculous thing was that this alone was nothing. 

What made them feel the most ridiculous was the situation with Guo Qiao. 

Even though "He" had already recovered the aura of a Low-Tier Deity Intermediate Grade God Spirit, 

Haros and Ze Wu did not forget how "He" had displayed astonishing performance when "He" displayed 

the strength of a High-Tier Deity-level Elementary Grade God Spirit. 

How did "He" do it? 

The two Gods were in disbelief. 

Allowing the strength of a Low-Tier Deity-level Intermediate Grade God Spirit to suddenly increase to 

the High-Tier Deity-level Elementary Grade. 

Even the legendary forbidden secret techniques that temporarily increased one's strength probably 

could not do it, right? 

As Haros thought about it, he suddenly remembered the legend of a Special Race he had heard of in the 

past… 

Thinking of that special Race, even Haros, whose personality was gradually recovering, could not help 

but fall silent. At the same time, he looked at Guo Qiao with flickering eyes. 
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Zhou Zhou's Six Senses Subtlety quickly discovered Haros' abnormality. 

He did not say anything immediately on the surface. He only asked the generals to go to the battlefield 

to help the soldiers deal with the remaining soldiers of the Refine Flame Scarlet Legion. Then, he left 

Haros and Guo Qiao behind alone. 

"I wonder why His Majesty asked me to stay?" 

Haros looked at Zhou Zhou and said. 

Zhou Zhou looked at "Him" and suddenly smiled faintly. 

"Your Excellency Haros." 

"You should have sensed Guo Qiao's identity, right?" 

He suddenly said. 

Haros was stunned. After a moment of silence, "He" looked at Guo Qiao and said bitterly, "Could this be 

the legendary Dragon Slayer?" 

"Haha, that's right." 

Guo Qiao laughed and admitted it. 

"His Excellency Haros indeed knows about the Dragon Slayer." 

"In this era, not many people know about the Dragon Slayer." 

Zhou Zhou looked at Haros and said. 

"I only learned about this Special Race by chance after reading a few ancient books left behind by the 

Ancient Gods." 

"It's said that the Dragon Slayer Race was born in the same cosmic era as the Dragon Race." 

"In that era, the Dragon Race can be said to be the peak race that reigns supremacy in the myriad 

worlds." 

"There's even the Dragon Law that's specially named after them among the myriad Law Great Dao." 

"In that era, the strength of the Dragon Race could be said to be known by all races." 

"Even powerful races like the Original Spirit Race and the Chaos Gods Race sometimes avoid the Dragon 

Race." 

"But such a powerful Race was suppressed by a nameless low-level bloodline Race. They were even 

almost slaughtered by that nameless Race." 

"That nameless Race was originally nameless, but because of this, they were called the Dragon Slayer 

Race by the myriad races." 

"The myriad races only knew afterwards that the power of the Dragon Slayer was not limited to the 

Dragon Race." 



"It's the nemesis of true peak-level Bloodline Races. Moreover, it can be said to be able to restrain the 

other races and was completely unreasonable." 

"For this reason, the peak-level bloodline Races of the myriad races even joined forces to completely 

destroy this race." 

"I didn't expect that there are actually still surviving descendants of the Dragon Slayer today." 

Haros looked at him with a complicated expression. 

Today, "He" finally understood why the top bloodline Races in the myriad worlds were so afraid of the 

Dragon Slayer. 

The Dragon Slayer's strength could actually increase by two major realms facing those high-level 

bloodlines. 

The Legendary-Tier Dragon Slayer directly had the strength of a Mid-Tier Deity-level. 

This improvement was simply against common sense! 

Facing life forms with Normal bloodlines, the Dragon Slayer's performance was very ordinary and even a 

little weak. 

This Race was simply specially created by the Supreme Will to target high-level bloodline Races like 

them. 

No wonder those high-level Bloodline Races were still afraid that the Dragon Slayer would make a 

comeback. 

Zhou Zhou smiled. 

Haros only knew about Guo Qiao being a Dragon Slayer, if "He" knew that all the Subjects in the Blazing 

Sun Kingdom were Dragon Slayers, he did not know how "He" would react. 

"I also know that Guo Qiao is a Dragon Slayer and that the Dragon Slayer has a dangerous status in this 

era." 

"For this reason, I specially reminded Guo Qiao not to expose his identity as the Dragon Slayer unless it 

was a special occasion." 

"Today's situation is special. Guo Qiao was severely injured and on the verge of death, so I asked "Him" 

to activate the Dragon Slaying Will." 

Zhou Zhou said. 

Haros nodded. 

"Then I wonder how Your Excellency Haros plans to resolve this matter?" 

Zhou Zhou asked. 

"Your Majesty should have your own plans, right?" 

Haros looked at Zhou Zhou and sighed. 



"Indeed I have." 

Zhou Zhou nodded. Then, he looked at Haros and said seriously, "I plan to invite you to join our Blazing 

Sun Kingdom and become a Worshiped God Spirit of our Blazing Sun Kingdom. I wonder if Your 

Excellency is willing?" 

Haros smiled, not seeming very surprised. 

"What are the conditions?" 

"Your Majesty, do you plan to use this sentence to make me, a High-Tier Deity-level, join your Blazing 

Sun Kingdom that has just been established a few days ago?" 

"You have to know that even old Empire-level Lord factions might not have a High-Tier Deity-level as 

their Worshiped God Spirit." 

"He" said. 

"I've naturally prepared for the conditions." 

"If Your Excellency is willing to join our Blazing Sun Kingdom, I can provide you with two benefits." 

"The first benefit." 

"I will give Your Excellency a High-Tier Deity-level divine artifact that you can use!" 

"A High-Tier Deity-level divine artifact?!" 

"Is what you said true?!" 

Before Zhou Zhou could finish speaking, 

Haros' breathing quickened and immediately asked Zhou Zhou anxiously. 

"Of course." 

"I can give it to you today as long as you agree." 

Zhou Zhou said. 

It was just a High-Tier Deity-level divine artifact. 

Among the few Mid-Tier Deity-level and High-Tier Deity-level Scarlet God Spirits who had died today, 

any Mid-Tier Deity-level divine artifact could be directly upgraded to a High-Tier Deity-level divine 

artifact with the help of his King of Loots. 

Zhou Zhou was also confident that he could take out even True God-Tier Divine artifacts. 

Because he remembered that the Legion Commander of the Refine Flame Scarlet Legion called Gerard 

had a rare High-Tier Deity-level divine artifact. 

Zhou Zhou could possess a True Divine artifact in minutes when he extracts "His" corpse! 

"Okay!" 



"I'm willing to join your Blazing Sun Kingdom!" 

Haros agreed without hesitation. He did not even want to hear the second condition. 

"Your Excellency, don't be anxious." 

"As for the second condition… Your Excellency, do you know why the strength of my soldiers increased 

so quickly?" 

Zhou Zhou asked. 

"This… I'm really curious." 

Haros' curiosity was indeed aroused. 

"He" had long discovered this. "He" just felt that this was the King of the Blazing Sun's secret, so "He" 

didn't ask. 

Zhou Zhou did not waste his breath when he saw this. He pulled out the Epic-Tier Blessing of the War 

God and adjusted it to a mode visible to outsiders. Finally, he showed it to Haros. 

Haros only took a look before "His" eyes widened. Even the aura on "His" body could not help but riot, 

causing the energy within a radius of more than 10 kilometers to almost be converted into fire-element 

energy. 

"This…" 

"Is this a real Lord Talent?" 

Haros began to doubt "His" life. 

Zhou Zhou looked at Guo Qiao and smiled at the same time. 
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Chapter 713: Haros Joins The Blazing Sun Kingdom 

"What do you think, Your Excellency?" 

Zhou Zhou asked. 

"I'm willing to join the Blazing Sun Kingdom and become your Worshiped God Spirit." 

Haros took a deep breath and said seriously. 

Regardless of whether it was in terms of divine artifacts or improving one's strength, Zhou Zhou had 

given "His" conditions that "He" could not refuse. 

Under such circumstances, "He" knew that the Blazing Sun Kingdom with the Dragon Slayer was 

destined to be targeted by the various high-level Lord factions in the future, even though "He" knew 

that the Blazing Sun Kingdom was currently in the limelight and that there would definitely be trouble 

from competitors from all races in the future, "He" found it difficult to reject this condition. 

In the end, strength still determined everything in this world! 
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Zhou Zhou had given "Him" a quick passage to the True God-Tier or even higher realms. 

Not to mention Haros, who had an explosive personality. 

Even other indecisive gods would probably agree in the end. 

Zhou Zhou smiled and nodded. 

Then, he silently pulled the other party into the Blazing Sun Kingdom and made "Him" a Subject. 

The moment "He" became a Subject of the Blazing Sun Kingdom. 

Haros seemed to have sensed something, and "His" body trembled slightly. 

"He" was a High-Tier Deity-level after all. At his realm, even though "He" still could not sense the 

existence of the Lord's Law, "He" could still sense the various Lord Talents in the Blazing Sun Kingdom. 

At that moment, "He" felt all sorts of strange powers augmenting "Him". Some of the buffs even made 

"His" appearance change. 

For example, the White Platinum—Tier Lord Talent—beautifulness made "Him" look even better… 

The White Platinum-Tier Lord Talent—Peach Luck made "Him" feel that his luck with the opposite sex 

seemed to be a little better… 

Another example was the Diamond-Tier Lord Talent Connate Spirit Body—and the White Platinum-Tier 

Lord Talent—Spirit Body VI, which allowed "His" physique to be optimized to a certain extent. 

While this optimization didn't add much to "Him", who was already extremely talented, it could be 

considered precious. 

Of course, other than the Epic-Tier Lord Talent—Blessing of the War God, the other Lord Talents didn't 

shock him much. 

Haros did not even think that it was the enhancement of his Lord Talent. He only thought that it was the 

enhancement of some special territory buff. 

Such an effect could be given by some special buildings and treasures. 

Therefore, "He" did not expect that this was the comprehensive enhancement brought about by Zhou 

Zhou's Lord Talent. 

Furthermore, the augmentation of the above buffs was not as shocking as the other buff. 

And that was… 

"How did I become a Dragon Slayer too…" 

Haros' expression changed again and again. For a moment, "He" did not even know what expression to 

show. "He" looked at Zhou Zhou with a complicated expression. 

"All Subjects who join the Sun Kingdom will automatically become Dragon Slayers." 



"Actually, this is the third hidden benefit of joining the Blazing Sun Kingdom, but I forgot to mention it 

just now." 

Zhou Zhou said with a smile. 

He stopped pretending since he had laid his cards on the table! 

Haros: "…" 

"Your Majesty, you forgot it at just the right time…" 

"He" said bitterly. 

Previously, "He" had kept a respectful distance from the Dragon Slayer. 

Unexpectedly, not only did "He" enter a thief's den, 

"He" had even become one of them… 

Everything happened too suddenly. 

For a moment, Haros did not know what to say. 

Following that, "He" took a deep breath. "He"'s gaze became resolute, and a smile even appeared on 

"His" face. 

Even though this smile was a little bitter. 

"Looks like I have to study it in the future and kill the living beings of those high-level bloodline Races." 

"He" sighed. 

However, there was a hint of hidden excitement in his expression. 

Zhou Zhou saw "His" performance and couldn't help but laugh inwardly. 

Haros was a warlike person to begin with, now that "He" borrowed the other party's divine artifacts and 

the support of the Dragon Slayer, the other party would probably use the advancement method of the 

Dragon Slayer as an excuse to make him take the initiative to fight against the powerful enemies of 

those high-level Bloodline Races. 

Then, Zhou Zhou saw Haros close his eyes and begin to sense the uniqueness brought to him by the 

Dragon Slayer. 

"Ignore the bloodline suppression brought by those with higher bloodlines…" 

"Moreover, the stronger the bloodline pressure, the greater the difference in bloodline between the 

two sides, and the higher the strength that erupts until the body can't withstand the Enhancement 

strength…" 

"Moreover, as a Dragon Slayer, after slaughtering high-level bloodlines, I can bathe in the enemy's blood 

to recover my injuries and increase my strength. This increase is not limited by my potential. The higher 

the level of the enemy's bloodline, the faster my injuries will recover, and the more my strength will 

increase…" 



"Is this the advantage of being a Dragon Slayer…" 

"It's indeed blessed by the heavens." 

"As expected of the Dragon Slayer race that is famous for stepping on the corpses of dragons…" 

Haros muttered to himself excitedly. 

Zhou Zhou couldn't help but smile when he saw him like this. 

At this moment… 

Haros suddenly frowned slightly. 

Then, "He" looked up at Zhou Zhou. 

"Your Majesty, as a High-Tier Deity-level, my potential is actually a True God-Tier Elementary Grade." 

"If the source of the Dragon Slayer's explosive strength lies in the difference in bloodline level with the 

other party, then wouldn't I not be able to unleash a very high additional strength like Guo Qiao?" 

"He" asked. 

Zhou Zhou nodded. 

"You're right." 

"With your current bloodline, you can hide it." 

"I'm afraid only a life form at the Master God-Tier bloodline level can allow you to unleash strength that 

exceeds the High-Tier Deity-level." He said. 

This was also one of the weaknesses of a Dragon Slayer. 

However, it was not a big flaw. 

Having high potential was not a bad thing after all. 

Guo Qiao was too special. 

His potential could be said to be the lowest in the entire Blazing Sun Kingdom! 

Only White Silver-Tier Intermediate Grade! 

In fact, his potential would only be at the Green Bronze-Tier Intermediate Grade without the Sun Moon 

Star Sword to increase his potential. 

However, as the saying went, fortune and misfortune depended on each other. 

It was precisely because his bloodline level was so low. 

Therefore, when he faced a high-level bloodline, because of the huge difference in bloodline level, he 

could erupt with such shocking strength. 

From this point of view, Zhou Zhou was even inferior to him. 



When "He" heard Haros's words, "He" felt that it was a pity for "Him." 

What was a pity for "He" was that the other party was not human. 

Otherwise, with the support of the Sword of Xuan Yuan—Sun Moon Star Sword, 

"His" potential could completely reach the level of a Master God-Tier. 

It was not his current True God-Tier Elementary Grade potential. 

On the other side, Haros nodded even though he felt that it was a pity, he did not pay much attention to 

it. 

The Song in Bloodbath alone and ignoring the enemy's bloodline pressure was enough for "Him" to 

benefit greatly. 

As for the additional burst of strength… 

Naturally, it would be best if there was. 

If there wasn't, "He" could only console "Him" that it was because "He" was too outstanding that "He" 

had such an outcome. 

"Your Majesty, what about my High-Tier Deity-level divine artifact…" 

Haros, who had straightened out his identity and faction, did not stand on ceremony and directly asked 

Zhou Zhou for what he wanted. 

"Come to my place tonight." 

Zhou Zhou said. 

Haros nodded excitedly. 

I, a High-Tier Deity-level, can finally have a High-Tier Deity-level divine artifact that matches my own 

strength! 

"He" was extremely excited. 

Haros did not stay any longer and ran to the battlefield below to help the soldiers deal with the 

remaining soldiers of the Refine Flame Scarlet Legion. 

Guo Qiao did not say anything else and went to help. 

Zhou Zhou looked at Guo Qiao's back and glanced at a Law Skill in "His" skill column. 
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Chapter 714: Dragon Slaying Power! Scarlet Beheader! Ranking! 

[Law Skill Name: Dragon Slaying Power] 

[Law Skill Quality: Low-Level Deity-Tier Elementary Grade] 

[Introduction: The exclusive Law Skill of the Dragon Slayer. When the Dragon Slayer kills high-level blood 

creatures and bathes in its blood while advancing to the God Spirit, he will automatically master the 
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exclusive Law Skill. When the Dragon Slayer fights with high-level blood creatures, it will automatically 

activate upon the body, weapon, amour, kills, etc and increase their lethality towards these creatures 

with high-level blood line.] 

"The Dragon Slayer actually has a shortcut to becoming a God?" 

"A Dragon Slayer God Spirit?" 

Zhou Zhou nodded. 

It seemed that he had another path to becoming a God in the future. 

Moreover, this path was quite easy. He only needed to slaughter high-level bloodline creatures and 

bathe in their blood. 

Moreover, this path to Godhood was not weak. It was just targeted. 

Then, he looked at the notification that had appeared before, but he had yet to read it. 

[King of Ten Thousand Kings Event Hint: You have led your territory soldiers to kill Gerard, the Legion 

Commander of the Refine Flame Scarlet Legion (High-Tier Deity level Intermediate Grade), a Beginner 

Scarlet Empire. You have made outstanding contributions to this King of Ten Thousand Kings Event. You 

are rewarded with one bottle of Potential Advancement Potion (High-Tier Deity level Intermediate 

Grade), one Book of The God Spirit (High-Tier Deity level Intermediate Grade), 100 Divine Crystals (High-

Tier Deity level Intermediate Grade), One Random Special Building Blueprint!] 

[King of Ten Thousand Kings Event Hint: You have obtained the Achievement 'Scarlet Beheader' (High-

Tier Deity-level)!] 

[Scarlet Beheader (High-Tier Deity-level): Worth 50 universal general faction points!] 

"Good God." 

"A bottle of High-Tier Deity-level Intermediate Advancement Potion and a High-Tier Deity-level 

Intermediate Book of The God Spirit…" 

"This is a God-Ascension package! Moreover, it has an extremely high upper limit!" 

Zhou Zhou's eyes lit up. 

This round of killing was not a loss. 

It was not in vain that "He" had spent so much time and energy and used up another Ghost God Demon 

Slaying Halberd. 

Not bad, not bad! 

In addition, the Scarlet Beheader Achievement obtained from killing Gerard was also worth a total of 50 

million faction points. 

One had to know that the legendary Advance Grade Faction Quests given to him by the Knight Empire 

would only reward him with 100 million faction points after completing the entire set. 



This Scarlet Beheader Achievement gave him half of the Faction Quests points as a reward. 

"Indeed, anyone who only does the Faction Quests has no future." 

"If I want to surpass those top Lords in this King of Ten Thousand Kings event, I have to take a shortcut 

and overtake them!" 

"It was not in vain that I specially went to the Illusory Life Race to obtain the Bodhi Supreme, the Eye of 

The Heaven's Anger, and other treasures left behind by the Illusory Life Race!" 

Zhou Zhou nodded in satisfaction. 

When it was dark, his soldiers finally killed the remaining 80 million Scarlet Fog monsters. 

This battle had benefited his army greatly. 

Among them, the Blazing Sun Army was upgraded to a Diamond-Tier army, the Dragon God Army, 

Monster Army, and Heavenly Map Army had all been upgraded to the White Platinum-Tier Army! 

The Diamond-Tier Braveness buff directly increased the overall strength of the Blazing Sun Army's 

soldiers by 60%! 

The White Platinum-Tier Army's Braveness buff also increased the overall strength of the Blazing Sun 

Army's soldiers by 50%! 

The improvement was not small! 

It was already late, but Zhou Zhou had no intention of leaving. 

He got all the soldiers to activate the Black Membrane. Then, he got some soldiers to kill the new fog 

monsters around them while letting the other soldiers continue to extract the loots. 

Zhou Zhou nodded in satisfaction seeing the soldiers covered in Black Membrane and diligently 

extracting their Loots in the fog. 

This Dark Walker was very convenient to use. 

In the future, the night would not be able to stop his expansion. 

Then, Zhou Zhou took this opportunity to open the rankings. 

First was the [Knight Empire faction points ranking]. 

[Knight Empire faction points rankings] 

[First place: Blazing Sun Kingdom—Lord of The Blazing Sun—71.1 million faction points!] 

[Second place: Green Phoenix City—Green Phoenix Lord—1,564,000 faction points!] 

[Third place: Spiritual Medicine City - Spiritual Medicine Lord - 1,128,000 faction points!] 

[Fourth place: Paper Immortal City - Paper Immortal Lord - 603,100 faction points!] 

Zhou Zhou nodded slightly. 



50 million faction points was indeed not for show, it directly widened the gap between him and the 

second place by two digits. 

The other people in the Knight Empire who were doing Faction Quests were probably stunned when 

they saw the difference in faction points. 

He casually opened the Camp Channel of the Knight Empire. As he had expected, these Lords of the 

Knight faction were all shocked at where he had suddenly obtained so many faction points. 

Then, he looked at the requirements of the Knight Empire Faction Quests. 

[Legendary-Tier Advance Grade Spatial Teleportation Array (4/12), 26 Epic-Tier Advance Grade Spatial 

Teleportation Arrays (12/26), 114 Extraordinary-Tier Advance Grade Spatial Teleportation Arrays 

(111/114)] 

"Today is the fourth day, and I've completed almost half of the mission requirements." 

"Even though the remaining Spatial Teleportation Arrays are small and exquisite, with my current 

strength, it shouldn't be difficult to resolve them in two days as long as nothing unexpected happens." 

Zhou Zhou thought. 

Then, he looked at the Elven Empire's faction points ranking. 

[Elven Empire faction points ranking] 

[First place: Blazing Sun Kingdom — Lord of The Blazing Sun — 50 million faction points!] 

[Second place: Light God City - Light Envoy Lord - 5,126,000 faction points!] 

[Third place: Wind Fire City - Sky Lord - 4,882,000 faction points!] 

[Fourth place: Winterfrost—Lord of Winterfrost—4,060,000 faction points!] 

"I've never done Faction Quests in the Elven Empire, let alone obtained any faction points." 

"Now, I've directly relied on 50 million faction points to reach the top of the faction… Looks like this is 

the effect of the universal general faction points." 

"It can be used anywhere!" 

"In other words, faction points that can be used in all faction rankings!" 

A smile appeared on Zhou Zhou's face. 

From the looks of it, the universal general faction points were much more useful than the faction points 

of a single faction. 

In particular, the more factions he joined, the more useful the universal general faction points would be. 

He didn't think too much about it and looked at the most important Lord faction points ranking. 

[Myriad Races Lord faction points ranking] 

[First place: Original Spirit Race—True Lord—286,000,000 faction points!] 



[Second place: Shepherds God Race - Heaven Chasing Lord - 410,009,000 faction points!] 

[Third place: Chaos Gods Race—Great One Lord—92,002,000 faction points!] 

[Fourth place: Human Race—Lord of The Blazing Sun—71.1 million faction points!] 

[5th place: Myriad Spirit Clan — Spiritual Lord — 51,606,000 faction points!] 

… 

Zhou Zhou looked at the rankings with a solemn expression. 

This top-notch Lord of the top three races was actually so strong? 

He already obtained an additional 50 million faction points, but he was only ranked fourth? 

Especially the True Lord! 

"He" actually had a total of 286 million faction points! 

How did "He" do it? 

Zhou Zhou was puzzled. 

Just as he was feeling puzzled… 

The human Lords of Cerulean Planet and the top Lords of the myriad races also saw the increase in the 

Lord of The Blazing Sun's faction points. 

A question appeared in their minds as well. 

How did King of the Blazing Sun do it? 

Global Lord: 100% Drop Rate 

Chapter 715: The Shock Of A Top Lord Of The Ten Thousand Races 

Primal Chaos City. 

Mutated beast life forms emitting a black-gray chaotic aura gathered here. 

The one in charge was a strange black bird with three legs. 

"He" stood tall in the sky, "his" body emitting chaotic flames as "he" ruled over this ancient and majestic 

city. 

"King of The Blazing Sun…" 

"Suddenly increased by 50 million faction points." 

"Has 'He' also completed a top-notch Faction Quest?" 

The Mystic Bird life form, which was the Great One Lord, pondered. 

As a Lord from a top-notch Race civilization, 

The advantage "He" had in accepting Faction Quests was unimaginable for other Normal Lords. 
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It was a top-notch Faction Quest that other Lords could only obtain by pulling strings. 

All "He" needed to do was say that "He" was from the Chaos Gods Race, and countless rulers of Empires 

would take the initiative to build connections with "Him". They would hand the Faction Quests of their 

own countries to "Him", and they would even take the initiative to request for help in order to help 

"Him" complete the mission. 

In order to avoid violating the agreement, they would not take the initiative to send troops to help 

complete their Faction Quests. 

However, giving more hints and intelligence support to make it easier for officials at various levels to 

complete the Faction Quests was allowed in the Supreme Agreement. 

And now, there were a total of five top-notch Faction Quests in "His" mission list. If he could complete 

each Faction Quest, he would be able to obtain at least 50 to 200 million faction points! 

This was only because the Great One Lord knew that the King of Ten Thousand Kings' activity time was 

limited. Even if he could receive a large number of top-notch Faction Quests, he could not complete all 

of them. Therefore, he chose these five top-notch Faction Quests that "He" felt he could complete in a 

short period of time among all the many top-notch Faction Quests. 

Otherwise, there would only be more! 

"This Lord of The Blazing Sun clearly came from an ordinary human." 

"But he actually completed a top-notch Faction Quest in just four days…" 

The Great One Lord was silent. 

The Great One Lord had always been very unconvinced that the Lord of The Blazing Sun could obtain the 

Achievement of the Strongest Lord of All Races in the previous Myriad Races Lord Battlefield event. 

Even though it was rumored that the other party had repelled the True Lord, the Great One Lord did not 

believe it to be true. 

How powerful was the True Lord? 

"He" knew very well as someone who had fought with the other party before. 

"He" did not believe that a mere human Lord could defeat a Great One Lord. 

It must be because of some special reason that the Great One Lord gave up fighting with the other 

party. That was why the other party picked up a huge bargain. 

If he had met the "Him" on the Final Battlefield, "He" would definitely have made this Human Lord 

reveal his true colors and let him know what the foundation of a race from a great race civilization was! 

That was what the Great One Lord thought. 

"Right now, the gap between me and this lucky Lord of The Blazing Sun isn't that big anymore." 

"Looks like I have to hurry up and complete a top-notch Faction Quest to stabilize my ranking." 



"As for the Cloud Mulberry World… I can only go there in the future." 

The Great One Lord frowned. 

"He" had an arrogant personality. 

It was barely enough to allow the True Lord and Lord Mu to be ranked above him. 

However, if a human Lord that "He" looked down on was above "Him", 

then "He" would be extremely unhappy. 

As for the Cloud Mulberry World, it was an opportunity "He" had found from the inheritance of his own 

Race. 

If "He" could obtain a remnant branch of the Mulberry Divine Tree in the Mulberry Cloud World, "He" 

could use the inheritance in "His" mind to create his own intrinsic growth divine artifact! 

That would be a huge improvement for "Him"! 

… 

The True Kingdom. 

In the Original King's city. 

This was a kingdom established by the True Lord of the Original Spirit Race. 

Coincidentally, the time difference between "He" and Zhou Zhou's establishment of the kingdom was 

only about half a day. 

However, it was this half a day that made the latter famous in the entire High Continent and even 

among all the Lords of the myriad races. 

The former was still unknown until now. Other than the nearby Lords who knew that this True Lord had 

also established a kingdom, the other Lords only knew about the Blazing Sun Kingdom and not the True 

Kingdom. 

The True Lord once felt that it was a pity. 

However, if he was slow, he was slow. 

Even if there was only a difference of half a day, it could not change this fact. 

Therefore, the True Lord stopped thinking about the King of the Blazing Sun and his Blazing Sun 

Kingdom. 

Until the Lord of The Blazing Sun's explosive increase of 50 million faction points had raised his ranking 

from over 10 to 4th place. He had almost entered the top three before he attracted the True Lord's 

attention again. 

"The Lord of The Blazing Sun…" 

The True Lord looked at the name "Lord of The Blazing Sun" thoughtfully. 



"He" originally thought that this Lord from the human race would be at his limit if he could obtain first 

place in the previous Lord's event. 

Originally, "He" had planned to forget the unpleasant experience from before. 

He did not expect that this magical Human Lord actually showed signs of rising again in this event. 

"Interesting." 

"The King of Ten Thousand Kings event this time is different from last time." 

"During the previous Myriad Races Lord Battlefield event, even the top Lords of the Myriad Races had 

no choice but to follow the rules of the Supreme Will and fight one-on-one in that illusory arena. Most 

of the advantages of the top Lords' race reputation were not displayed." 

"And in this King of Ten Thousand Kings event, the Lords of the top races can use the reputation of the 

races behind them to obtain a large number of benefits from the outside world." 

"Under such circumstances…" 

"This human Lord actually caught up?" 

Surprise flashed across the True Lord's eyes. 

It had to be said… 

This Lord of The Blazing Sun surprised "Him" too much. 

Then, "He" watched for a while before closing the rankings. 

It was only the fourth day of the King of Ten Thousand Kings' event. 

There were still a total of 26 days until the end of this event. 

This improvement was nothing to "Him", a Lord who had obtained nearly 300 million faction points in 

four days. 

This time, "He" was full of confidence to be able to obtain first place in this King of Ten Thousand Kings 

event! 

What happened during the last event definitely wouldn't happen to "Him" again! 

… 

Heaven Chasing City. 

Lord Mu looked at the Blazing Sun King's ranking with a dark expression. 

"He actually caught up again…" 

"He" muttered to himself. 

His voice was a little cold. 



"He" had never forgotten the experience of being defeated by King of the Blazing Sun's soldiers with the 

Greedy Wolf Howling Moon Array on the battlefield of Lords of all races. 

In fact, when he thought about it, it was still vivid in his mind, as if it had happened yesterday. 

"He" was also a person who was unwilling to admit defeat. 

Hence, up until now, "He" had always had the thought of getting back at him. 

"Don't let me find you in reality!" 

"Otherwise…" 

"I will let you know where the Shepherds God Race's true strength lies." 

The Heaven Chasing Lord said softly. 

… 

At the same time, just as these top-notch people of foreign races Lords were shocked and afraid of Zhou 

Zhou's huge improvement, the Lords of Cerulean Planet's World Channel were also in an uproar. 

Global Lord: 100% Drop Rate 

Chapter 716: Special Building—War Hero Monument! More than 9,000 Divine Artifacts! 

[I knew that His Majesty would not fall behind those top-notch people of foreign races Lords!] 

[Didn't someone say last time that His Majesty's rise was just a flash in the pan? If you have the ability 

now, stand up and look at the current rankings. Say that again!?] 

[I understand now! It turns out that His Majesty is the kind of person who accumulates a lot of 

experience. He fell behind at the beginning just to pave the way for him to catch up later! 

I remember that during the last Myriad Races Lord Battlefield event, His Majesty's ranking wasn't very 

high at the beginning. When the True Lords reached the top of the Mythical-Tier, His Majesty didn't 

seem to have reached the Diamond-Tier. However, later on, His Majesty defeated many top Lords step 

by step and slowly took over the Mythical-Tier rank. In the end, he even surpassed the True Lords and 

became the Strongest Lord of All Races!] 

[Compared to being dazzlingly powerful at the beginning, His Majesty's slow-moving strength can only 

be used later. However, it feels really satisfying to follow the entire process. It's like watching a drama.] 

[Dragon Lady Lord: Congratulations to Your Majesty for successfully entering the fourth place on the 

faction points ranking of the Lords of all races. Dragon Lady Lord brings all the Lord members of the 

Dragon Blood Alliance to congratulate Your Majesty!] 

[Undead Lord: Congratulations to Your Majesty for successfully entering the fourth place on the faction 

points ranking of the Lords of all races. I bring all the Lord members of the Undead Alliance to 

congratulate Your Majesty!] 

[Military Industry Lord: Your Majesty is awesome! All the members of the Military Industry Alliance and I 

congratulate Your Majesty heartily!] 
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[Mystic Heaven Lord: All the Lords of the Mystic Heaven Immortal Alliance and I sincerely congratulate 

Your Majesty!] 

[Overlord Lord: Congratulations, Your Majesty!] 

… 

The top Lords of the Cerulean Planet, who usually did not appear, appeared at this moment and 

congratulated Zhou Zhou. 

Many Lords were stunned when they saw this scene. 

They didn't know why these top-notch Lords of Cerulean Planet, who were usually arrogant, were 

suddenly sucking up to the King of the Blazing Sun. 

It wasn't until a Lord who knew the inside story told these Cerulean Planet Lords that the Dragon Lady 

Lord and the others had already joined Zhou Zhou's faction that everyone understood what was going 

on. 

However, it was precisely because they knew the truth that the Lords of Cerulean Planet were even 

more shocked. 

One had to know that these top-notch Lords of the Cerulean Planet and the Lord Alliance behind them 

could be said to control the most elite Lords of the Cerulean Planet. 

If they had all submitted to the Lord of The Blazing Sun, wouldn't that mean that the current Lord of The 

Blazing Sun could be considered the true supreme Leader among the Lords of Cerulean Planet?! 

After figuring this out, many Cerulean Planet Lords who were keyboard warriors decided not to 

badmouth the Lord of The Blazing Sun on the World Channel in the future. Instead, they decided to be 

an unknown turtle and stop provoking the King of the Blazing Sun. 

The King of the Blazing Sun was powerful in the past but he didn't like to form alliances with others. 

When one was far away from authority the powers that be will not intervene, therefore he wasn't 

respected by many Lords. 

And now, not only was the King of the Blazing Sun powerful, his Lord faction was also about to control 

all the Lords on Cerulean Planet. 

Under such circumstances, who would dare to find trouble for himself? 

The Dragon Lady Lord and the other top Lords of Cerulean Planet might find the location of their 

territories by mobilizing more than a hundred million Lord members of the Lord Alliance under them. 

Then, they would send troops over to keep things in check in the territory! 

Zhou Zhou also saw what happened on the World Channel. 

He smiled. 

Even though he didn't care about the keyboard warrior's words, it would be better if his ears were 

quieter and the comments he saw when he was diving were cleaner. 



He casually replied to the congratulations of Dragon Lady Lord and the others before looking at a 

blueprint. 

It was the Random Special Building Blueprint. 

[Building Blueprint Name: War Hero Monument] 

[Building Blueprint Level: Special] 

[Building Blueprint Function One- Heroic Spirit Blessing: When the territory is in trouble, the soldiers 

who died in the war will reappear in the form of Heroic Spirits and fight one last battle with the enemy 

to protect the territory's Subjects.] 

[Building Blueprint Function Two - Loyalty: Territory Subject's Loyalty is fixed +1.] 

[Building Blueprint Description: Cherish Peace, Heroes Live Forever!] 

"This Special Building Blueprint is not bad." 

Zhou Zhou nodded. 

He planned to go back and find Zhao Changshou and the others to build this building as soon as possible. 

Then, he began to retrieve the Loots. 

The extracted targets included the corpses of more than 600 Legendary-Tier fog monsters, the corpses 

of three Low-Tier Deity Level fog monsters, the corpses of two Mid-Tier Deity-level fog monsters, and 

the most important two High-Tier Deity-level fog monsters! 

Under Zhou Zhou's special instructions, these corpses had been specially delivered to him by the 

soldiers. 

Among them, under Zhou Zhou's extraction, he obtained more than 600 copies of the Book of The God 

Spirit, more than 9,000 Low-Tier Deity Level divine artifacts, and more than 30,000 Low-Tier Deity Level 

materials, minerals, Potions, Building Blueprints, and other Loots. 

Looking at the many God-Tier Loots in the King's Treasure Box, even though Zhou Zhou was already 

prepared, he was still stunned. 

After a long time. 

He came back to his senses and secretly rejoiced. 

Fortunately, he had specially extracted the Loots alone. 

Otherwise, the glory of so many God-Tier Loots, especially more than 9,000 low-level divine artifacts, 

would probably cause the moral values of all the soldiers in the territory to collapse. 

Divine artifacts have always been extremely precious! 

Even the High-Tier Deity-level Haros cherished the divine artifacts that Zhou Zhou lent "Him". 

However, Zhou Zhou now had more than 9,000 Low-Tier Deity level divine artifacts. 



Who wouldn't be confused after seeing it? 

"In the future, I can freely sell away Low-Tier Deity Level Elementary Grade divine artifacts." 

Zhou Zhou looked at the divine artifacts and sighed. 

He thought for a moment and quickly came to a decision. 

In the future, every God Spirits of his territory could have a set of Low-Tier Deity Level divine artifacts for 

free! 

Otherwise, it would be a waste of his 'talent'! 

Moreover, as his enemy level continued to increase, 

The strength of his subordinates also needed to be improved quickly. 

Otherwise, he would not be able to deal with his enemies in terms of strength. 

Therefore, it was not the time to be calculative. 

He had to do his best to increase his combat strength first! 

The rules of rewarding meritorious service were placed on higher-level divine artifacts or other rewards. 

Then, he extracted the loot from three Low-Tier Deity Level Scarlet God Spirits, two Mid-Tier Deity-level 

Scarlet God Spirits, and one High-Tier Deity-level Scarlet God Spirit. 

He took a quick glance and then an obvious look of disdain appeared on his face. 

This was because only three God Spirits among the six scarlet God Spirits had two Low-Tier Deity-level 

Intermediate Grade and one Mid-Tier Deity-level Elementary Grade divine artifacts! 

That High-Tier Deity-level which wasn't Gerard was actually only using a Mid-Tier Deity-level divine 

artifact. 

The other scarlett God Spirits were using ordinary weapons of Legendary-Tier Advance Grade. 

"How poor!" 

Zhou Zhou was speechless. 

However, he still chose to extract it. 

Soon, he had obtained six "Book of The God Spirit", 54 Low-Level Deity-level divine artifacts, six Mid-Tier 

Deity-level Intermediate Grade divine artifacts, three High-Tier Deity-level Elementary Grade divine 

artifacts, and a bunch of God-Tier materials, ores, Potions, Building Blueprints, and other Loots! 

As for the other spoils of war below the God-Tier level, there was no need to elaborate on them here 

because there were too many of them. 

Then, he looked at Gerard's body at the end, and his eyes suddenly became hot. 

This High-Tier Deity-level Scarlet God Spirit could have a High-Tier Deity-level Elementary Grade divine 

artifact! 



Once he extracted it, with the enhancement of the King of Loots, he would directly possess three 

identical True God-Tier Elementary Grade divine artifacts! 

Global Lord: 100% Drop Rate 

Chapter 717: Gerard's Loot! Dimensional Slash! Dimensional Passage! 

Zhou Zhou looked at Gerard's corpse and a text notification appeared. 

[Item Name: Pillar of the Empire—Gerard's Corpse] 

[Item Level: High-Tier Deity-level Intermediate Grade] 

[Item Effect: Contains unextracted loots.] 

[Item Description: Beginner Scarlet Empire—the strongest Scarlet God Spirit in the Scarlet Empire. He 

has been in control of the Refine Flame Scarlet Legion for more than 2,000 years. He has a lot of combat 

experience and is known as the Pillar of the Scarlet Empire. However, he died in a special war with a 

kingdom.] 

[Loot Drop Rate: 40 High-Tier Deity-level Intermediate Grade Divine Crystals (Drop Rate: 100%), 500,000 

Origin Crystals (Drop Rate: 100%), one High-Tier Deity-level Intermediate Grade Hero Skill - Space Blade 

(Drop Rate: 5%), one High-Tier Deity-level Intermediate Grade Hero Skill - Shuttling Betweens Spaces 

(Drop Rate: 5%), one High-Tier Deity-level Elementary Grade Divine Artifact Space Splitting Blade (Drop 

Rate: 1%), one Legendary-Tier Advance Grade Equipment - Space Crystal Spiritual Bell Armor (Drop Rate: 

20%), one Legendary-Tier Advance Grade Equipment - Space Invisible Boots (Drop Rate: 20%), one 

Legendary-Tier Advance Grade Equipment - Soul Rearing Jade (Drop Rate: 20%), one Legendary-Tier 

Advance Grade Equipment - Vajra Blessings (Drop Rate: 20%), one High-Tier Deity-level Intermediate 

Grade "Space Oscillation" Divine Spark Fragment (Drop Rate: 5%), one High-Tier Deity-level Intermediate 

Grade "Soul Tower" Divine Spark Fragment (Drop Rate: 5%), One High-Tier Deity-level Intermediate 

Grade Hero Inheritance Secret Manual (Drop Rate: 3%), one High-Tier Deity-level Intermediate Grade 

"Book of The God Spirit" (Drop Rate: 0.1%), six Black Iron-Tier Lord Talent Crystal Fragments (Drop Rate: 

0%)] 

Zhou Zhou looked at "His" spoils of war and suddenly realized something very interesting. 

That was, the strong did not seem to have Lord Talents. 

Among their spoils of war, there were usually a few Black Iron-Tier Lord Talent Crystal Fragments. 

He thought for a moment and understood. 

If a person with a Lord Talent discovered that they had a Lord Talent at the beginning, most of these 

people would actually put their energy into becoming a Lord and not spend their energy on becoming 

strong. 

Lords could also increase their strength by nurturing Subjects after all. 

Even though the speed at which he increased his strength was relatively slow, just like Zhou Zhou, 

whose strength was far inferior to his subordinates. 

This was because the Lord needed too much promotion energy. 
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If a person did not detect that he had the Lord Talent at the beginning, he would devote all his energy to 

improving his personal strength. 

This choice did not seem to be as glamorous as a Lord's with power, status, and benefits that Lords had. 

However, it could allow this person to focus on improving his strength and quickly increase his strength. 

It was probably for this reason that was why the experts he encountered did not have any Lord Talents. 

The Lords he met were basically inferior to the generals under them. 

He did not think too much about it and directly extracted them. 

The text notification appeared again. 

[Do you want to retrieve the loot?] 

[Do you want to use the Race divine artifact—Lucky Star to retrieve a special Loots?] 

"Yes!" 

Zhou Zhou immediately said. 

Previously, he had used the lucky ability of the Lucky Star once a day. 

However, the additional Loots he obtained was at most special in terms of Stats Effects and did not 

attract Zhou Zhou much, so he did not pay much attention to it. 

He had yet to use his lucky ability till this day. 

Since he had encountered the corpse of this High-Tier Deity-level Intermediate Grade God Spirit, he 

naturally had to use it on this fellow. 

[Lord Talent Notification: Your loots have been enhanced by the 'King of Loots—Perfect Loots'. Grade 

+1!] 

[Title Hint: Your loots have been affected by the title of the Strongest Lord. The number of Loots has 

increased by 150%!] 

[Lord Talent Notification: You have obtained Perfect Loots - 100 Divine Crystals (True God-Tier 

Intermediate Grade), 1.25 million Origin Crystals, three "Dimensional Slash" Hero Skills (True God-Tier 

Intermediate Grade), three "Dimensional Passage" Hero Skills (True God-Tier), three Sword Of New 

Dimension Creation Divine Artifact (True God-Tier), three Purple Element Mystic Space Armor Divine 

Artifacts (Low-Tier Deity Level Intermediate Grade), three Mysterious Traveller Boots Divine Artifacts 

(Low-Tier Deity Level Intermediate Grade), three Heavenly Element Soul Heart Divine Artifacts (Low-Tier 

Deity Level Intermediate Grade), three Subdue Dragon Riding Demon Amour Divine Artifact (Low-Tier 

Deity Level Intermediate Grade), three "World Destruction" Divine Spark Fragments (True God-Tier 

Intermediate Grade), three "Soul World" Divine Spark Fragments, one Hero Inheritance Secret Manual 

(True God-Tier Intermediate Grade), one Book of The God Spirit (True God-Tier Intermediate Grade), 15 

Lord Talent Crystal Fragments (Green Bronze-Tier)!] 



[Lucky Star Notification: You have obtained a special Loots—The Pillar of The Empire Puppet (High-Tier 

Deity Intermediate Grade)!] 

Whoosh. 

Gerard's corpse turned into a large amount of light and flew into Zhou Zhou's King's Treasure Box in the 

blink of an eye. 

Zhou Zhou began to check the loots. 

Needless to say, there were Divine Crystals, Origin Crystals, and Lord Talent Crystal Fragments. 

He looked at the first hero skill. 

[Hero Skill: Dimensional Slash] 

[Level: True God-Tier Intermediate Grade] 

[Skill Effect: Condense the power of space to the extreme and form a slash that can destroy most things 

in the myriad worlds. It's an extreme slashing power. No matter how strong something is, it's very 

difficult to withstand its slash. 

It can even cut open the world membrane and open a spatial rift that leads to another world.] 

… 

"Extreme slashing power?" 

"It can even open a spatial rift that leads to another world?" 

"This is actually a pure combat hero skill?!" 

Zhou Zhou looked at this hero skill and muttered to himself. 

The more he thought about it, the more excited he became. 

He had picked up a treasure! 

This hero skill was definitely the most practical hero skill regardless of whether or not it was rare. 

It could play a huge role when used in battle. 

Moreover, because it was a hero skill, Zhou Zhou could also let his Ultimate Lord clone learn it. 

However, the power he learned could only be temporarily at the Extraordinary-Tier Advance Grade. 

In the future, its power would increase as the Ultimate Lord's strength increased. 

In addition, when he heard that the Insect Lord had the ability to go to another universe, even though 

he did not say it out loud, he was actually quite envious. 

But now… 

With this Dimensional Slash, even if he could not find another universe, he already had the ability to 

open up another universe. 



Not bad, not bad. 

Zhou Zhou was very satisfied. 

Then, he looked at another hero skill. 

[Hero Skill: Dimensional Passage] 

[Level: True God-Tier Intermediate Grade] 

[Skill Effect: Condense a vast amount of spatial energy and use the spatial coordinates you are at as the 

starting coordinates. Find another spatial coordinate and you can set up a temporary Dimensional 

Passage between the two spatial coordinates. This Dimensional Passage can allow people and supplies 

from both places to pass through.] 

The communication distance of the Dimensional Passage depended on the strength of the person who 

released it. 

The weaker one was, the shorter the communication distance in the Dimensional Passage. On the other 

hand, the stronger one is, the further one can go. 

Maintaining the Dimensional Passage required the user to constantly input spatial stats energy into the 

Dimensional Passage. 

The Dimensional Passage can allow two different worlds to communicate with people and supplies.] 

"Good God." 

"It's a pair with the Dimensional Slash!" 

Zhou Zhou raised his eyebrows. 

First, he would use the Dimensional Slash to open the barrier between the alternate worlds. Then, he 

would use the Dimensional Passage to build a bridge between the two worlds. After that, he could play 

Master to the two worlds to his heart's content. 

Zhou Zhou thought that he could give it a try when he finds a new universe in the future. 

Global Lord: 100% Drop Rate 

Chapter 718: True God-Tier Divine Artifact— Sword Of New Dimension Creation! 

Then, Zhou Zhou looked at the True God-Tier divine artifact with anticipation. 

It was a longsword that emitted a faint seven-colored light. 

At the hilt of the sword, was an exquisite silver wheel. In the wheel was a slowly rotating strange silver-

gray ball of light. 

The rich power of space and time kept surging in all directions with the silver-gray ball of light as the 

core. After reaching a certain range, it was recycled into the silver-gray ball of light. 

Zhou Zhou took out the true divine artifact and held it in his hand. 
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At this moment, Haros and the other God Spirits with sharp senses were suddenly stunned. Then, they 

looked in Zhou Zhou's direction and realized that their King actually disappeared!? 

"Where's His Majesty?" 

Bai Yun's expression changed slightly. 

"I don't know." 

Haros frowned. 

"He" was an actual High-Tier Deity-level God Spirit. 

In addition, "He" liked to fight, so "His" perception was much sharper than other High-Tier Deity-levels 

of the same level. 

"He" could even confidently say that in terms of perception, other than a few talented God Spirits, only 

the True God-Tier and Master God-Tier could firmly crush "Him". 

However, with such a perception, even "He" actually didn't notice when His Majesty disappeared. 

This left "Him" in disbelief. 

"I didn't find out when His Majesty disappeared." 

"However, my divination didn't produce any ominous results. His Majesty shouldn't be in any danger." 

An Epic-Tier Intermediate Grade hero from the people of foreign race who was good at divination said in 

a deep voice after divining a few times. 

Everyone was slightly relieved after hearing this, but they were still a little worried. 

"Don't worry." 

"I'm fine." 

At this moment… 

Zhou Zhou's voice suddenly sounded in everyone's minds. 

This sound seemed to come from all directions, making it impossible to sense where the person who 

made the sound was. 

When everyone heard this, they immediately recognized that it was their King's voice. 

They still heaved a sigh of relief even though they did not see him in person. 

"Your Majesty, where are you?" 

Haros magnified "His" perception to the greatest extent, wanting to find where His Majesty was. 

"He" had always been confident in "his" perception. 

But now, "He" had suffered a setback from His Majesty. This made "He" somewhat indignant. 



"I'll be right back." 

Zhou Zhou did not explain further. 

At the same time, in a temporarily formed Spatiotemporal Region. 

Zhou Zhou sized up this realm. 

"This should be one of the abilities of the True God-Tier divine artifact in my hand." 

Zhou Zhou guessed. 

Then, he clicked his tongue in wonder. 

As expected of a True God-Tier Divine Artifact! 

There was actually such a phenomenon as soon as he touched it. 

He was not in a hurry to look at the information of the divine artifact. Instead, he first made the True 

God-Tier Divine Artifact recognize him as its master. Then, he willed it. 

Right on the heels of that, the silver-gray ball of light gradually stopped surging with the power of time 

and space, causing the surrounding regional phenomena to gradually disappear. 

The power of time and space was retracted into the silver-gray light wheel, Zhou Zhou's figure appeared 

above the generals. 

The generals quickly discovered Zhou Zhou. They were only truly relieved when they saw that their King 

was safe and sound. 

"What's that?" 

Haros looked at the Sword Of New Dimension Creation in Zhou Zhou's hand. 

While the sword did not emit the aura or pressure of a treasure, it looked like an exquisite mortal sword. 

However, "He" felt that since it was so valued by His Majesty, it was definitely not an ordinary item. It 

might be a rare treasure. 

Nonetheless, since it was his Majesty's treasure, Haros, who was already a Subject, did not think too 

much about it and did not have any greed. 

At the same time, Zhou Zhou also looked at the information on the divine artifact in his hand. 

[Divine artifact Name: Sword Of New Dimension Creation] 

[Divine artifact Grade: True God-Tier Intermediate Grade] 

[Divine Artifact Law- New Dimension Creation One: You can open up a permanent dimensional channel 

to a specific world coordinate. You can open up to three permanent dimensional channels at the same 

time.] 



[Divine Artifact Law- New Dimension Creation Two: With the Sword Of New Dimension Creation in hand, 

any attack can split the heavens and earth. It can kill existences below the True God-Intermediate Grade. 

After using it, a large amount of time is needed to recover the divine power in the Sword.] 

[Divine Artifact Law- New Dimension Creation Three: The Sword Of New Dimension Creation nurtures a 

world source. After 129,600 years, it will grow into a complete Boundless Universe.] 

[Prompt: It can be bound to the soul.] 

After reading it, Zhou Zhou couldn't help but gasp. 

Good God! 

This is a True God-Tier Divine Artifact? 

It involves the world at every turn? 

He thought for a moment, then nodded. 

Well, at the level of a True God-Tier, basically, they had grasped one or two methods to destroy the 

world. 

A True God-Tier divine artifact that was compatible with a True God would not be worthy of a True God-

Tier if it did not have world-destroying means. 

Furthermore, there were two other things that caught his attention about this True God-Tier divine 

artifact. 

First thing, it was just that the method that the divine artifact had just revealed to open up a temporary 

domain was not displayed on the divine artifact's information. 

This was recorded in his bloodline inheritance. 

Generally speaking, at the level of a True God-Tier divine artifact, 

its ability could not be summarized with just a few words or functions. 

Therefore, the divine artifact information he saw was only the main and most powerful functions of a 

true divine artifact. 

Other than that, True God-Tier divine artifacts also had other hidden functions within them and the 

owner of the divine artifact would have to dig and discover it themselves. 

For example, the ability to open up temporary realms. 

And the second thing was that Haros didn't notice that the divine artifact in his hand was the True God-

Tier divine artifact from the legends. 

This was also very simple. 

In other words, the divine artifact was hiding itself. 

Divine artifacts of this level basically all had their own spirit. 



Most of these divine artifact spirits were very arrogant. 

They would only let the living beings they acknowledged see their true appearance, while the living 

beings they didn't acknowledge would hide their dazzling points with their divine artifacts and not let 

the other party discover them because the other party wasn't worthy. 

That was why Haros' situation happened just now. 

Of course, the owner of a divine artifact could also take the initiative to release their divine artifact's 

light. 

But generally speaking, unless they wanted to show off, otherwise, not many God Spirits would take the 

initiative to reveal such a treasure to other life forms. 

He came back to his senses. 

Zhou Zhou looked at the divine artifact. 

The more he looked at it, the more the look of satisfaction on his face deepened. 

What a True God-Tier Divine Artifact! Moreover, it was a complete True God-Tier divine artifact! 

One had to know that even the legendary Faction Quests of the Elven Empire only asked him to find a 

fragment of a True God-Tier divine artifact in a mystic realm. 

Even so, it also made the Original Elven Empress very cautious. She was even willing to pay a huge price 

to help him increase his ranking on the rankings. 

It could be seen how precious True God-Tier divine artifacts were. 

If the Original Elven Empress knew that he had a complete True God-Tier Divine Artifacts and three of 

them at that, even if the other party was the ruler of an Empire that was about to advance to a Divine 

Kingdom and had the restrictions of the Supreme Agreement. 

The other party would probably do something dangerous. 

This was not a good time to carefully study the functions of the divine artifact. 

Zhou Zhou could only suppress his curiosity and put the Sword Of New Dimension Creation into the 

King's Treasure Box. Then, he looked at the other Loots. 

Global Lord: 100% Drop Rate 

Chapter 719: Dimensional Traveler's Divine Inheritance! The Pillar Of The Empire Puppet! 

Zhou Zhou looked at the spoils of war behind. 

He only took a glance at the 12 Low-Tier Deity Level Intermediate Grade divine artifacts before 

retracting his gaze. 

They were all ordinary Low-Tier Deity Level divine artifacts, nothing special. 

Now that he had more than 9,000 Low-Tier Deity Level divine artifacts, he no longer had any feelings for 

divine artifacts of this level. 
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He looked at the six Divine Spark Fragments. Three of the Divine Spark Fragments were the advanced 

version of Space Oscillation, World Destruction and the other three Divine Spark Fragments were the 

advanced version of the Soul Tower, Soul World. 

He took out a piece each and began to study. 

After experiencing part of the High-Tier Deity-level Intermediate Grade God Spirit, Gerard had 

successfully comprehended the two Law Skills, World Destruction and Soul World. 

[Law Skill Name: World Destruction] 

[Law Skill Quality: True God-Tier Intermediate Grade] 

[Law Skill Power Introduction: The user controls the power of the spatial laws and detonates the spatial 

origin that forms an entire world, causing the entire world to fall into an endless spatial explosion until 

the entire world is completely destroyed by the shattered spatial origin power.] 

… 

[Law Skill Name: Soul World] 

[Law Skill Quality: True God-Tier Intermediate Grade] 

[Law Skill Power Description: The user will construct a Soul World that is suitable for the soul to Survive. 

The Soul World can continuously absorb the Soul Origin Energy of the Soul World to nourish itself. At the 

same time, the soul will receive great protection in the Soul World. It can ignore the soul attacks of the 

True God-Tier Intermediate Grade and below. It will also have a certain weakening effect on soul attacks 

of the True God-Tier Intermediate Grade and above.] 

… 

"What a powerful Law Skill!" 

Zhou Zhou was pleasantly surprised and tongue-tied. 

The former was a genuine method of destroying the world. 

The latter could even protect his soul from the soul attack of a True God-Tier. 

To Zhou Zhou, who liked to protect himself, this was undoubtedly very much to his liking. 

"It's a pity that my strength is still too low." 

"These two True God-Tier Law Skills can only be used by True Gods." 

"I'm an Epic-Tier Advance Grade Lord. Even with the help of Chaotic Origin Energy, I can probably only 

use the power of a Mid-Tier Deity-level." 

"It's probably the same for the Sword Of New Dimension Creation." 

"With my current abilities, I probably won't even be able to use those True God-Tier Divine Artifacts." 

Zhou Zhou thought. 



The standard for using True God-Tier Divine Artifacts was much higher than True God-Tier Law Skills. 

The latter did not have a physical body and could be used with reduced power after all. 

The former was a real divine artifact. 

The body mass was placed there. 

Even if Zhou Zhou had the Chaotic Origin Energy, he probably could not use it. 

there was one thing that made him feel better. 

After today's battle, he felt that he was not far from the Legendary-Tier level. 

When he reached the Legendary-Tier level, with the Chaotic Origin Energy in his body, he might be able 

to use the Sword Of New Dimension Creation and unleash the power of a Mid-Tier Deity-level divine 

artifact. 

When he becomes a Low-Tier Deity Level God Spirit, he should be able to barely use a portion of the 

True God-Tier Divine Artifacts' abilities and unleash the power of a High-Tier Deity-level divine artifact. 

When he reached the High-Tier Deity-level God Spirit, 

he should be able to completely control this True God-Tier Divine Artifacts. 

Then, he looked at the Hero Inheritance manual and the Book of The God Spirit. 

[Treasure Name: Book of The God Spirit] 

[Treasure Grade: True God-Tier Intermediate Grade] 

[Treasure Effect: A Mythical book that records the path of becoming a Dimensional Traveler. After using 

it, one can embark on the path of becoming a Dimensional Traveler.] 

[Treasure Description: Book of God Inheritance. After using it, you can walk on a smooth path to 

becoming a God, but whether you can really become a God in the end depends on the user himself.] 

… 

[Treasure Name: Hero Inheritance Secret Manual] 

[Grade: True God-Tier Intermediate Grade] 

[Treasure Ability: After using it, you can obtain Dimensional Traveler—Air Hero's Legacy.] 

[Introduction: Traveler, when you embark on the journey again, you must remember the meaning of the 

journey itself.—Dimensional Traveler—Space] 

… 

"Dimensional Traveler…" 

"Dimensional Slash, Dimensional Passage, Sword Of New Dimension Creation, World Destruction…" 

"Sounds like the path of a God Spirit who can travel in an infinite world." 



Zhou Zhou could not help but be tempted. 

In some Infinite Stream novels, this would definitely be the cheat of the protagonist. 

Moreover, he was also a loyal reader of Infinite Flow novels. 

Therefore, at this moment, he could not help but be tempted by this God Spirit Path. 

Furthermore, the grade of this path was also Intermediate True God-Tier Grade. 

Honestly, it wasn't low either. 

Moreover, with his many bloodlines and the potential enhancement of his Lord Talent, it would be easy 

for him to surpass this level in the future. 

The only reason why "He" felt that the path of a God Spirit was not suitable for him was that he was a 

Lord of all races currently. Jis main foundation was on the High Continent. 

Before the Supreme Will launched an activity similar to conquering the myriad worlds, he could not 

abandon the foundation of his territory and go to the myriad worlds alone to play. 

Zhou Zhou thought seriously for a moment. 

Then, he put away the Book of The God Spirit and the Hero Inheritance manual regretfully. 

He felt that at this stage, opening up the resources of the Infinite Worlds was indeed very tempting. 

However, he still had to prioritize the foundation of the Lord of the Supreme Will. 

In the future, when the Supreme Will asked them to go to the myriad worlds to fight, it would not be too 

late for him to accept the divine inheritance. 

Therefore, he planned to keep the Dimensional Traveler's "Book of The God Spirit" and "Secret Manual 

of Hero Inheritance" for now and use them when the time was right. 

Just like how he kept a large number of Lord Talent Crystal Fragments and upgraded his Lord Talent 

when the time was right. 

He stopped thinking and looked at the last Loots. 

In other words, it was a special Loots dropped by the Lucky Star. 

[Treasure Name: The Pillar of The Empire Puppet] 

[Treasure Grade: True God-Tier Intermediate Grade] 

[Treasure Effect: You can obtain the loyalty of The Pillar of The Empire Puppet, which is an Intermediate 

Grade High-Tier Deity level, after you drip your blood and it recognizes you as its master.] 

This Violent Storm Demon Spirit Lord had Hero Skills—Space Blade, Hero Skills—Space Travel, Law 

Skills—Space Oscillation, Law Skills—Soul Tower, and other abilities. 

Furthermore, it was equipped with a High-Tier Deity-Level Elementary Grade divine artifact—Space 

Splitting Blade, a Legendary-Tier Advance Grade equipment—Space Crystal Spirit Bell Armor, a 



Legendary-Tier Advance Grade equipment—Space Stepping Invisible Boots, a Legendary-Tier Advance 

Grade equipment—Soul Nurturing Jade, a Legend, it was equipped with a High-Tier Deity-Level 

Elementary Grade divine artifact—Space Splitting Blade, a Legendary-Tier Advance Grade equipment—

Space Crystal Spirit Bell Armor, a Legendary-Tier Advance Grade equipment—Space Stepping Invisible 

Boots, a Legendary-Tier Advance Grade equipment—Soul Nurturing Jadedary-Tier Advance Grade 

equipment such as the Vajra World Protection Armor. 

Not only is Pillar of The Empire Puppet powerful and loyal to its master, it will automatically recover to 

the form of a puppet when more than half of its body is destroyed. At the same time, it will begin to 

absorb Elemental energy to heal itself until it completely recovers and can fight again.] 

[Current maximum number of self-repairs of The Pillar of The Empire Puppet: 3/3] 

[Prompt: After the enhancement of your Collector Lord Talent, the current upper limit of the self-repair 

of the Violent Storm Demon Spirit Lord Puppet has increased to 9/9. 

As a collector, after careful observation, you discovered that you can increase the upper limit of the self-

repair of this treasure by sacrificing Scarlet Crystals. It can be increased to 12/12. 

At special moments, you can also activate your collector's power and temporarily increase the number 

of uses of this treasure. However, this overdraft of the treasure will permanently reduce the strength of 

The Pillar of The Empire Puppet by a small level.] 

[Treasure Description: It was dropped by a High-Tier Deity-level Scarlet God Spirit after its death. It was 

condensed under a magical power and is a good protective treasure.] 

Global Lord: 100% Drop Rate 

Chapter 720: War List! 

"Tsk, not bad." 

"I obtained nine chances to obtain the help of a High-Tier Deity-level Scarlet God Spirit for no reason." 

"As for the Scarlet Crystals?" 

"Don't I have as much as I want?" 

Without thinking, Zhou Zhou took out a large pile of unpurified Scarlet Crystals from the King's Treasure 

Box and offered them all to Gerard's puppet, the pillar of the Empire. 

Soon, after sacrificing about three Fanatic Believer-Level Scarlet Divine Crystals, the upper limit of the 

use of Gerard's puppet, the pillar of the Empire, became 12/12. 

"12 times." 

"That's enough for a long time." 

Zhou Zhou nodded in satisfaction. 

In a short period of time, the Pillar of The Empire Puppet could be used as his regular combat strength. 

Then, he put away The Pillar of The Empire Puppet and looked at the battlefield before him. 
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At this moment, most of the spoils of war on the battlefield had been extracted. Bai Yun and the others 

were leading the soldiers to prepare to return to the Galaxy. 

Zhou Zhou waited for a while before all the soldiers boarded the spaceship. 

Then, the Galaxy activated and returned to the capital city in the blink of an eye. 

… 

Blazing Sun Kingdom. 

The moment Zhou Zhou returned to his blessed land, Bai Yun walked over with a list of Loots. 

"Your Majesty, please take a look." 

Bai Yun handed the list of loots to Zhou Zhou. 

Zhou Zhou took it and looked at it. 

Not counting the more than 600 Legendary-Tier Scarlet Fog monsters and the seven Scarlet God Spirits 

that Zhou Zhou had already retrieved the Loots. 

Today, they had killed a total of 83 million fog monsters! 

With the enhancement of the King of Loots and the title of the strongest Lord, 

They obtained a total of: 

262,600 Legendary-Tier Mist Cores, 2,806,000 Epic-Tier Mist Cores, 2,178,000 Extraordinary-Tier Mist 

Cores, 43,750,000 Diamond-Tier Mist Cores, 90,125,000 White Platinum-Tier Mist Cores, 178,500,000 

Yellow Gold-Tier Mist Cores, 368,750,000 White Silver-Tier Mist Cores, and 717,000,000 Green Bronze-

Tier Mist Cores! 

More than 2,180,000,000 skill books and 2,546,000,000 equipment! 

Basic materials: 5,099,000,000 units! 

There were more than 15 million units of basic Elemental Gem resources! 

More than 6 million units of high-level Elemental Gem resources! 

One million Origin Crystals! 

80,600 Green Bronze-Tier Lord Talent Crystal Fragments! 

45 Holy Spirit-Tier Scarlet Divine Crystals! 

16 Hero Inheritance Secret Manuals! 

Then, in terms of the increase in the combat strength of the soldiers, the total number and strength of 

Zhou Zhou's soldiers had also increased greatly throughout the day. 

Other than the 27,807,373 fog monsters and the 2,051,858 Insects that he had instigated from the 

Insect Lord, the 20% Incite Defection troops handed over to him by the Lords of the Star Alliance had 

also reached 3,122,570 fog monsters! 



All three of them added up to a total of 32,981,801 fog monsters! 

And now, excluding the troops of the Star Alliance, the total number of troops under Zhou Zhou's 

command had already reached 532,529,549 soldiers! 

Among them, there were 854,561 Black Iron-rank soldiers, 

1,215,415 Green Bronze-Tier soldiers, 455,651,750 White Silver-Tier soldiers, 30,078,850 Yellow Gold-

Tier soldiers, White Platinum-Tier 23,081,822 soldiers, Diamond-Tier 15,229,750 of them, 4,405,600 

Extraordinary-Tier soldiers, 21,770 Epic-Tier soldiers and 31 Legendary-Tier soldiers! 

In addition, Butcher—Guo Qiao had broken through to Low-Tier Deity-level Intermediate Grade! 

Ten-Directional Martial God—Feng Luo had broken through to the Low-Tier Deity Level Elementary 

Grade! 

Blood Fire Sword Spirit—Bai Yun and Chi Xuantian had broken through to Legendary-Tier Advance 

Grade! 

Dragon-Horse Spear General—Wu Xin and Ghost God General—Luo Sheng had broken through to the 

legendary level! 

Dragon King Of Volcano and Destruction—Nezario, Dragon King of War and Strength—Extreme Dragon, 

Soul Arrow—Wu Tu had broken through to the Legendary-Tier Elementary Grade! 

Original Spirit Race—Ansel had broken through to Extraordinary-Tier Advance Grade! 

The others also had different increases in strength. 

Zhou Zhou looked at the list of battles and nodded in satisfaction. 

In fact, the number of fog monsters they killed today was even millions less than the fog monsters they 

killed yesterday. 

But the key was there were many experts in the Refine Flame Scarlet Legion! 

This resulted in his spoils of war and the improvement of the soldiers' strength being much higher than 

yesterday. 

However, it was not as if he did not consume any energy today. 

For example, the 10 Apocalypse Satellites-IX and Bai Yun's Myriad Spirit Army had consumed more than 

100,000 Legendary-Tier Mist Cores. 

However, compared to the final outcome, it was not a loss. Instead, it was a huge profit. 

Hence, Zhou Zhou did not mind. 

"Now, the Lords of the Star Alliance have a total of more than 41 million troops." 

"Including the soldiers under my command, there are more than 570 million soldiers." 

At this thought, Zhou Zhou nodded in his heart. 



After he cleared the Monster Ranch tomorrow, the total number of soldiers under his command would 

exceed one billion! 

This was not comparable to the Elven Empire, but in terms of military strength alone. 

It was no longer inferior to the Knight Empire. 

Of course, this was in a situation where they were purely comparing military strength. 

If one were to compare the foundations of both sides… 

Zhou Zhou thought for a moment. 

It seemed that he was not bad either. 

Just the foundation represented by the more than 9,000 Low-Tier Deity Level divine artifacts… 

Not to mention the Knight Empire, even if the Elven Empire came, they would be dumbfounded and 

shout that they had not seen the world. 

As for the Divine Kingdom… 

Zhou Zhou thought about it and found it hard to judge. 

This was because almost all Divine Kingdoms had their own divine artifact forgers. 

The number of divine artifacts that a Divine Kingdom Lord faction possessed would only be limited to 

how many materials they had to forge divine artifacts. 

Under such circumstances, no one knew how many divine artifacts a Divine Kingdom Lord faction could 

have. 

However, there was a universal law. 

The higher the level of the divine artifact, the rarer it was. 

Regarding that point, the Divine Kingdom Lords were no exception. 

"Bai Yun, this is for you." 

"Hand them over to the soldiers who performed the most heroically and obtained the most military 

merits in today's battle!" 

Zhou Zhou took out the 16 Hero Inheritance manuals from the vast amount of Loots and handed them 

to Bai Yun. 

"Yes, Your Majesty!" 

Bai Yun took the 16 Hero Inheritance manuals with a solemn expression and left. 

Seeing this, Zhou Zhou asked Atley to call Zhao Changshou over and handed him the special blueprint of 

the Monument of War Heroes. 

When Zhao Changshou first saw this Special Building Blueprint, he couldn't hide the joy on his face. 



He thought of something and his expression suddenly became troubled. 

"Your Majesty…" 

"There are many high-level talents in construction in our territory now. It's not difficult to build it." 

"I'm even confident that I can build this War Hero Monument before tomorrow night." 

"But…" 

"I'm just afraid that we won't be able to use it after it's built…" 

Zhao Changshou looked at Zhou Zhou carefully. 

Zhou Zhou was stunned when he heard that. Then, he came to his senses and could not help but be 

speechless. 

He almost forgot that ever since his territory had a Heaven-Defying Divine Art like the Small 

Resurrection Spell, the soldiers in his territory had always maintained a zero mortality rate. 

Which meant… 

Until now, not a single soldier under his command had truly died on the battlefield. 

Then there was the problem. 

Since no soldiers had died on the battlefield, where would the heroic spirits on the war hero monument 

come from? 

If there were no heroic spirits on the War Hero Monument, it would naturally not be a problem. He 

would let the heroic spirits protect his territory in times of danger. 

"Let's build it first." 

Zhou Zhou thought for a long time before saying this. 


